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Start the Quest!

Can you draw out a ‘timeline’ of your life or your Story Quest partners’?   
Add in key moments and dates along with short descriptions of what happened. 
Things to add may include moving house, starting school, or memorable holidays!

It’s sometimes said that life is a series of moments 
- a serendipitous meeting; a chance discovery; an 
unexpected turn of events. Can you think of a specific 
moment of time that has had a lasting or profound  
affect on you?
• Describe the moment, how it affected you and how you feel about it!
• Do you remember how you felt at the time, both before and after?
• Did you realise the significance of the moment at the time?
• How do you think your life would have turned out differently if that 

moment hadn’t happened?

Topic 

3 Moments  in Time

The concept of time enthrals most of us.  Why do you think that is?   
Is it because we can’t see or touch or can’t really control time?
Have you ever wondered how many days it is until your birthday or Christmas?   
Is time flying while you’re not at school? Or is time dragging slowly perhaps?
Do you have any moments in your life you remember well?   
Why do you think you remember them?
Maybe use these as a starting point for your conversation  
with your Story Quest Partner.



We’ve created this word search on the theme of “time” for you to have fun 
with. How many of these words can you find?

Kids word search!

Word search theme: Time


